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HELLO        LEADERSHIP! 
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HELLO PEOPLE! 



Kisses for the new Golf at Potsdam Square in 

Berlin 

The entire south entrance of the train station Potsdam Square 

was faced and covered with campaign motives. A 40 m² large 

LED-Digital-Screen was integrated into the gigantic advertising 

space on the inner facade. On the outside there were eight 

touch screens with built-in camera, where passers-by could 

make kissing photos. 

 

 

The highlight: the result could be viewed instantly on the big 

screen on the other side. Furthermore, the participants could 

send the pictures to themselves via mail to post it on their 

Facebook profile. This OOH implementation allowed a form of 

interaction with the target group, which is to date unique and 

focused on the emotional appeal. 

Over the entire period of the campaign from 10. September 

2012 – 04.October 2012 approximately 6 million gross 

contacts were generated, which is equal to approx. 240,000 

gross contacts per day! 

 

If you could only kiss ONE PERSON for the 

rest of your life, who would it be? 
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HELLO          POSITIONING! 





HELLO IMPACT! 



Chattanooga – white turns to green  



Chattanooga – white turns to green  



HELLO         AWARENESS! 
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Saudi Arabia – project VW logo (capital city)  



HELLO     VISIBILITY! 







HELLO         UNEXPECTED! 





HELLO         INSPIRATION! 



Chattanooga – white turns to green  



Chattanooga – white turns to green  



Chattanooga – white turns to green  



Chattanooga – white turns to green  



HELLO            OUT OF HOME! 



HELLO            TOMORROW! 


